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AMAZFIT GTR, which has attracted a lot of attention since its launch, is now available on Gearbest, and
consumers can buy AMAZFIT GTR 47mm International at Gearbest. In the process of using, the user is sure
to encounter some operational problems, now let's explain it.

 

Watch operating instructions

●Button descriptions

The AMAZFIT GTR smartwatch have two operate keys, you can operate the watch by it.



 

●Touch screen gesture operations

The AMAZFIT GTR smartwatch support touch control, you can control your AMAZFIT GTR by tips below.

Gestures Meaning

Tap the screen function items Use this feature to go to the next item or select the
current item

Slide the screen left and right Switch left and right the interface

Swipe the screen up and down Scroll up and down the interface

Long press the watch-face interface Activate the watch-face selection function

System status symbol

Once your smartwatch is unlocked, the watch face will display system status symbols, each of which
represents a different status.



How to wear my AMAZFIT GTR smartwatch?

●Daily wear

To ensure that the optical heart-rate monitor detects the data properly, we recommend wearing the watch
with two fingers’ width below your wrist bone, making sure it's fairly snug against your skin.

●Exercise wear



When running or doing other activities, it is recommended that you wear your watch with a tight fit that is
comfortable and does not slide up or down your wrist. The watch band shouldn't be too tight, nor should it be
allowed to shake freely.

 

How to charge my AMAZFIT GTR smartwatch?

Step 1: Connect the watch to the charging dock and then attach the other end of the USB cable to the USB
power adapter.

Step 2: Then, the charging status will be displayed on the watch. Note that the direction of the

charging contact on the dock should be consistent with the direction of the metal contacts on the

watch during the connection.
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Once insertion is made, the watch will not loosen out of the dock. The watch will automatically turn off the
display when charging, tap the screen to display the charging progress interface.

Charging requirements: It is recommended that you use the USB port on your computer or a branded
mobile phone charger for charging. The rated input voltage of the mobile phone charger must be DC 5.0V,
and the input current must be greater than 500mA.
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https://www.gearbest.com/smart-watches/pp_009833642412.html?wid=1349303&lkid=44845963
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How to set the watch notifications?

When the watch is connected to the phone, the message on the phone can be displayed on the watch.

Steps: To enable AMAZFIT App notifications: enable the specific notifications for Apps in "App Notification
Settings" in "Profile" > "Settings" > "Notification Settings" from the Amazfit App.

Note: If you bind your Android mobile phone to your watch, please open Amazfit Watch App and give it
permission for auto-start.

●Keep the App running in the background so that you can receive notifications.

●If the Amazfit Watch app is shut down in the background, your watch will disconnect from the app and you
will no longer receive notifications.



 


